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If you need to meditate but do not know where to start, this publication by best-selling writer and
Buddhist teacher Susan Piver will help you: it contains all you need to know to start a meditation practice
and, even more important, to keep one. and displays how meditation can have positive impact on
relationships, creativity, and difficult emotions.it is a path to love, pleasure, and courage. advises ways
around obstacles; This reserve contains two self-paced programs to assist you start here— It defines what
meditation can be (and what it isn't); However, Piver presents meditation as something a lot more than
the self-help technique du jour— dispels the three most typical misconceptions about it; addresses the most
frequently asked questions;now!
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 She's presented you to a pal you wish to spend additional time liking. It still will take effort and is
sometimes frustrating watching the activity of my thoughts and emotions. Five Stars It was recommended
by a friend and am enjoying the book Great present or for beginners learning to meditate I purchased this
as something special for my hubby and he loves it! Susan has acted as my Meditation Instructor for many
years and I have also become a member of her virtual communities, retreats and communications. Inside
our discussions Susan hasn't just guided me but also provided sound advice "return to the technique" and
shared her very own experience. I look forward to finding all this guidance in Susan's newest reserve
"Start Here Right now". You keep learning how it's greater than nearly self-help and positive
considering.. Her instructions are an easy task to stick to and understanding enough to know we will all at
some time look for excuses or events to loose our discipline. Her instruction is founded on the building
blocks of her own personal experience which is alive and tender then one we can all relate too. Within
182 webpages I almost learned more within its webpages that I have somewhere else! I also got the
Kindle version myself so the instructions and support are always close. I highly recommend this book. "So
Warm. So Immediate. Reading her terms is similar to being in a conversation with a good friend over . I
have just finished my initial read of this book and I am gushing..You've read a couple of books. How
common can be this? By the Intro, I had currently found wisdom. It is simple to put into practice what
Susan Piver is definitely teaching! By the finish of the book I found what that felt right - in the book of
course. I highly recommend this publication and the Open Heart Project.Do yourself the incredible favor
of getting, keeping and gently ingesting this author's kind, compassionate and wise teachings. She'll make
it basic. You'll laugh. You'll thank yourself.You have to start Somewhere ~ Start Here Now Meditation is
the basis of my spiritual practice. Not with this gem. A really great book on meditation by way of a great
teacher and founder . Susan is certainly right on the edge of "Not really too Tight -Not to Loose".. A
really great book about meditation by way of a great teacher and founder of the Open Heart Project! This
book is certainly for both Buddhist and Non-Buddhists alike and provides down-to-earth advice about
setting up a meditation practice. I didn't do it much since it hardly ever felt like I was carrying it out right
Years ago I thought I should meditate so I find out about meditation. Fairly quickly I established a regular
meditation practice.. I didn't actually do it much since it by no means sensed like I was doing it best. That
was over three years ago. I am permanently grateful to Susan for my practice and the methods it has
enriched my life. She actually is a smart and gentle teacher. Her style is warm, understanding, and an easy
task to relate to. See page 175. So Clear.Susan Piver can be an extraordinarily wonderful, warm, apparent
and human teacher.. In the event that you haven't yet experienced Susan Piver's method of meditation,
the title of her new publication gives you a clue. Reading her phrases is similar to being in a discussion
with an excellent friend over the dining room table. At the same time it's like becoming in a conversation
with yourself where you retain realizing that you, after all, ARE sufficient, smart enough, kind enough, etc
plenty of.On completionStart Here Right now by Susan Piver is the book I always wished to have
available when asked to suggest a book to someone or anyone looking for a guide to begin with a
meditation practice. I'm thrilled that Susan has put this book out into the globe, and that, through it, I'll
have an opportunity to go back to the wisdom of what this means to become a human being, here and
now, breathing, just as I am -- again and again. Beautifully written and easy to follow! Therefore many
books are either begrudgingly scientific or unbelievably wispy that it is difficult to stay engaged.W. Susan
is usually clear, concise, real, real, and explains meditation in a way that makes the reader wish to to
explore its depths. I have taken a training course with Susan therefore in her writing I'm also able to
experience her compassionate energy. arrived today and I must say that I love the size and appearance of
it I pre-ordered Susan's new publication and it arrived today and I have to say that I love the size and
appearance of it, it'll be the perfect book to take with me and reference whenever We want/need... Then I
found the Open Heart Project. This is the perfect book for anyone who is interested in mindfulness



meditation and really wants to appreciate learning at the same time! But this book is practical! Clarity
Clarity, Simpleness, Gentleness. Her books have made such an impact in my own life and Personally i
think so blessed to access participate her virtual offerings too and to be able to dive even more deeply in
to the practice and route of mindfulness, meditation and open-hearted coping with such a loving and
devoted teacher. I am loving the reserve, so far and can't wait around to read more of it. Susan comes
with an incredible present as an author and teacher." And an excellent teacher or mentor is essential. Just
the same, we could say, "You learn to meditate by meditating. We have a large assortment of books
approximately meditation, meditators, techniques, and schools of thought. You name it. ..I have it.
THEREFORE I was intrigued when I came across this little dynamo between the shelves of my regional
library. I was captured by the title, but believed "What can this small book teach me that I didn't know?
There are plenty of books on meditation that just feel tired -- either wordy and labored or unhelpfully soft
and esoteric. She offers on the web video instruction and virtual sangha for encouragement and support.
It is said that "you learn to drive an automobile by driving" but an excellent teacher or driver's manual is
vital. The Best Bang for your Buck! If you're thinking about meditation, this is actually the book to get
you started and maintain you practicing. START HERE NOW is just that. This little reserve differs." A lot
since it turns out! As I am reading through it tonight my heart is already feeling softened and opened up
through Susan's writing. By half-way I knew I experienced to create an unsolicited review. This
publication is sharp, deep, with no clichés, no psychobabble and no short cuts! I tried it and it works!
Great first book on mindfulness. Learn meditation quickly with this book. Nicely written and clear to see
and do. Having said that, being in the chair of the spectator rather than the reactor offers contributed
immensely to my contentment and joy. Four Stars thanks
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